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GHG Reduction--one of most challenging
economic issues ever. Relies on:
•Macroeconomics (What effect on economic growth? Can we afford proposed solutions?)
•Microeconomics (How will individual consumers respond? How fast will businesses decide to
bring forward new technology?)
•Behavioral economics (how to offer best incentives to change behavior? Perhaps ½ of
problem could be solved by better behavior? Human inability to properly discount future
expenses—average car on road for 17 years. Possible future “libertarian paternalism” solutions?)
•International economics (what if one country imposes cap and trade and others do not? Issue
of border adjustments? How to certify offsets?)
•Resource economics (are price signals from “peak oil” properly injected into markets? Will a
push for more natural gas lead to an OPEC of gas?)
•Welfare economics (Inter-generational fairness issues, cross-country fairness issues, fair rate
of depreciating expensive capital stock, allocation vs. auctioning of credits?)
•Economic policymaking (How to balance interests of various groups, how to provide most
efficient signals, how to minimize costs to economy?)

Outline for Seminar
•Review Climate Change Scientific Facts
•Discuss How Economic Theory and
Modeling Can Inform Decisions
•Consider GHG Reduction Policies
•Group Discussion of GHG Issues
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Source: Climatic Research Unit, University of East Anglia, UK Met Office Hadley Centre
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WHAT SCIENTISTS SAY
•“Greenhouse gases are accumulating in Earth’s atmosphere as a result of human activities,
causing surface air temperatures and subsurface ocean temperatures to rise…The IPCC’s
conclusion that most of the observed warming of the last 50 years is likely to have been due to
the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations accurately reflects the current thinking of the
scientific community on this issue.” (U.S. National Academy of Sciences)
•“Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, as is now evident from observations of
increases in global average air and ocean temperatures, widespread melting of snow and ice
and rising global average sea level.” (IPCC)
•“Most of the observed increase in globally averaged temperatures since the mid-20th century is
very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations.”
(IPCC)
•NASA and Columbia University Earth Institute research finds that human-made greenhouse
gases have brought the Earth’s climate close to critical tipping points, with potentially dangerous
consequences for the planet. (NASA)
•The average temperature of the earth's surface has risen by 0.74 degrees C since the late
1800s. It is expected to increase by another 1.8° C to 4° C by the year 2100. (IPCC)
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LONG-TERM CO2 TREND:
FOSSIL FUEL CO2 EMISSIONS
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Source: Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S. DOE, Oak Ridge, Tenn., U.S.A.
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CUMULATIVE CO2 EMISSIONS, 1850-2000
PERCENT BY COUNTRY, EXCLUDES LAND-USE CHANGE
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CURRENT CO2 EMISSIONS
PERCENT BY COUNTRY, EXCLUDES LAND-USE CHANGE
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•China recently passed the U.S. as
the largest emitter of carbon in the
world.
•China will open a 500 megawatt
coal burning electric plant every 5
days for years to come.
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Source: WRI
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PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE EMISSIONS
CO2 ONLY, EXCLUDES LAND USE CHANGE

Historic Emissions

Present Emissions

2030 Emissions

Developing
22%

Developing
49%

Developed
36%

Developed
51%
Developing
64%

Developed
78%

The developing world cannot use fossil fuels the way
Americans and Europeans have in the past.
Source: WRI
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GHG CONCENTRATIONS:
HISTORIC, CURRENT, AND BUSINESS AS USUAL
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(U.S. emission would
presumably have to peak much
earlier and drop quickly)

including all
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Little or no effort to reduce
GHG emissions occurs

Source: The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change (From the 2007 Global Monitoring Report)
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U.S. Emissions By Sector
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WHAT OFFICIALS SAY
“We simply must do everything we can in our power to slow down global warming
before it is too late. The science is clear. The global warming debate is over.”
– Arnold Schwarzenegger
“The risks of global warming have no borders. All nations of the world must get
serious about substantially reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the coming
years or we will hand off a much-diminished world to our grandchildren. We need a
successor to the Kyoto Treaty, a cap-and-trade system that delivers the necessary
environmental impact in an economically responsible manner.”
- John McCain
“The issue of climate change is one that we ignore at our own peril. There may still
be disputes about exactly how much we're contributing to the warming of the
earth's atmosphere and how much is naturally occurring, but what we can be
scientifically certain of is that our continued use of fossil fuels is pushing us to a
point of no return. And unless we free ourselves from a dependence on these fossil
fuels and chart a new course on energy in this country, we are condemning future
generations to global catastrophe.”
– Barack Obama
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BIGGEST CHANGE COMING FOR BUSINESS IN
THE NEXT 5 YEARS, ACCORDING TO CEOs:
% OF RESPONDENTS SELECTING GIVEN ISSUE AS 1 OF TOP 3
Environmental issues, including climate
change

51

Privacy, data security

33

Job losses and offshoring

25

Health care benefits and other employee
benefits

21

Demand for healthier or safer products

21

Political influence/involvement of companies

19

Workplace conditions, safety

18

Pay inequality between execs & other
employees
Ethical standards for advertising and
marketing
Pension and retirement benefits
Source: The McKinsey Survey, November 2007
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POTENTIAL PHYSICAL IMPACTS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE
A warming planet – different impacts on different regions, melting glaciers,
thawing permafrost, etc…
Rising sea level – from melting ice and warmer water would cause more
costal flooding and erosion
Changes in precipitation patterns (draught, flooding, more severe weather)
Changing ecosystems – Warmer climates could increase insect borne
disease vectors increasing malaria risks. Coral reefs and other sensitive
ecosystems could be and are being destroyed.
Climate refugees – massive migration from severely affected areas
Climate change induced violence – could result from increasing disputes
over water and migration.
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Fundamental Questions That Economics
Can Help to Answer
1.What are the cheapest ways to reduce a
ton of GHG?
2.What are the effects of mitigating GHG on
an overall economy?
3.What is the proper amount of GHG to
mitigate? (most difficult question)
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1. Cheapest Ways to Reduce GHG?
•Use cost effectiveness analysis (based on
engineering analysis and cost measurement)
•Rank strategies, say #1 to #1000

•Potential problems (what if government wrong?
What if a new strategy #1001 developed later?)
•Role of offsets (GHG are a global problem!)
•Foundation for “cap and trade” concept—
establish a market and let market determine the
best ways
KR

COSTS OF ABATEMENT
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2. Effects on an Overall Economy?
•Use economic models to simulate effects,
study interactions among consumers,
producers, etc.
•Two main types of models: time-series and
CGE (use feedback loops (TS) or converge on
“assumed” optimal behavior (CGE))

•Example, what if require cars to get 60 miles
per gallon? What if assume 30 new nuclear
power plants?
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HOW TO MODEL THE EFFECTS OF AN
INCREASED PRICE OF CARBON?

$$

Consumer
Prices

Input Costs
to Business

Behavior

Technology

$$
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Example—Look at Studies of Lieberman-Warner
Bill (S.2191) to Reduce Greenhouse Gases in U.S.
--Cap on emissions covers large emitters in the electric power and industrial
sectors and importers and producers of gaseous and liquid fuels.
--Emissions capped in 2012 at the equivalent of the 2005 emissions level.
--Cap decreases linearly until emissions reach 1.73 billion tons of CO2equivalent in 2050, 70% below 2005 emissions.
--Permits are allocated and auctioned according to specified criteria.
--Auction revenue is collected by government and used to fund development
and deployment of new green technologies; provide incentives for fuel
savings.
--The purchase of international permits and domestic offsets can account for
a 15% each of an entity’s emissions permits in a given year.
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8 ECONOMIC MODEL-BASED STUDIES OF
LIEBERMAN-WARNER (S. 2191)
U.S. EPA – ADAGE and IGEM models – March 2008 with update due in June

U.S. DOE – NEMS – May 2008
MIT – EPPA – March 2008
Nicholas Institute (Duke) – ADAGE – October 2007
Charles River Associates – MRN-NEEM – April 2008
NAM/ACCF – NEMS – March 2008

Clean Air Task Force – NEMS – February 2008
CBO – reports results from seven models – April 2008
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U.S. PRICE OF CARBON WITH S.2191 IN
THE DIFFERENT MODELS
2007 $
300

NAM/ACCF - high
250

NAM/ACCF - low
200

EPA - IGEM
CRA
MIT

150

EPA - ADAGE
100

CBO

50

Nicholas Institute
Clean Air Task
Force

0
Source: Studies by individual
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EFFECT OF S. 2191 ON ELECTRICITY PRICES
IN DIFFERENT MODELS
140%

NAM/ACCF - high
120%
100%

NAM/ACCF - low

80%

CRA
60%

40%
20%

EPA - ADAGE

Nicholas Institute

0%
Source: Studies by individual
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EPA-ADAGE MODEL FUEL PRICES WITH
S.2191
2005
End-User
Price

2030
Producer Cost of Carbon
Price
Content

End-User
Price

Metric Ton of Carbon Dioxide

n/a

Barrel of Oil

$50.28

$50.35

$25.95

$81.30

Gallon of Gasoline

$2.34

$2.58

$0.53

$3.11

Short Ton of Coal

$36.79

$37.24

$134.01

$171.25

Short Ton of Coal w/ CCS

$36.79

$37.24

$13.40

$50.64

$7.51

$5.79

$3.30

$9.09

tCf of Natural Gas
Source: EPA Analysis of s.2191, March 2008, p. 58

$60.62
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CHANGE IN U.S. REAL GDP WITH S.2191
IN THE DIFFERENT MODELS
0%

MIT
-1%

Nicholas Institute

-2%

EPA - ADAGE

-3%
-4%

NAM/ACCF - low

CRA

NAM/ACCF - high

-5%
-6%
-7%
-8%

EPA - IGEM
Source: Studies by individual organizations
Note: For the NAM study , the charts represent personal income, not consumption.
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CHANGE IN U.S. REAL CONSUMPTION WITH
S.2191 IN THE DIFFERENT MODELS
1%
0%

Nicholas Institute

-1%

EPA - ADAGE
-2%
-3%

MIT
NAM/ACCF - low
EPA - IGEM

-4%
-5%
-6%

NAM/ACCF - high
Source: Studies by individual organizations
Note: For the NAM study , the charts represent personal income, not consumption.
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WHEN REFERENCE CASE 2050 GDP WILL
BE REACHED: DIFFERENT MODELS
Every model shows that the country will have slower economic growth with
Lieberman-Warner than it would otherwise. The timeline below shows the
delays that the different models predict Lieberman-Warner will cause in
achieving the 2050 baseline GDP.
MIT

2050

Nicholas Institute

2051

EPA - ADAGE

2052

EPA - IGEM

2053

EPA – ADAGE
Constrained Nuclear
& Biomass

2054

2055

EPA – ADAGE
Constrained Nuclear,
Biomass & CCS

2056
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WHY THE DISCREPANCIES?
KEY DRIVERS OF MODELING RESULTS

Personality of the Model
(1) CGE versus time-series econometric models
(2) Long-run convergence properties

Personality of the Modeler
(1) Assumptions about revenue use
(2) Assumptions about nuclear deployment
(3) Assumptions about CCS deployment
(4) Assumptions about offsets availability
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SENSITIVITY: CARBON PRICE UNDER DIFFERENT
SCENARIOS WITH EPA-ADAGE MODEL
2007 $

Constrained
Nuclear and
Biomass
w/ little
international
action

LiebermanWarner

Source: EPA Analysis of Lieberman-
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SENSITIVITY: REAL CONSUMPTION UNDER
DIFFERENT SCENARIOS WITH EPA-ADAGE MODEL
2007 $
0%

-1%

-2%

w/ little
international
action

LiebermanWarner
-3%
Constrained Nuclear
and Biomass

-4%
Constrained Nuclear,
Biomass and CCS
-5%
Source: EPA Analysis of Lieberman-
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SENSITIVITY: CARBON PRICE UNDER DIFFERENT
SCENARIOS WITH EPA-IGEM MODEL
2007 $
500
450

No offsets or
international
credits

400
350
300
250

LiebermanWarner

200
150

100
50

Unlimited offsets and
international credits

0
Source: EPA Analysis of Lieberman-
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SENSITIVITY: CONSUMPTION UNDER DIFFERENT
SCENARIOS WITH EPA-IGEM MODEL
2007 $
1%
0%
-1%
-2%

Unlimited offsets
and international
credits

-3%
-4%
-5%
-6%
Source: EPA Analysis of Lieberman-

LiebermanWarner

No offsets or
international
credits
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WHY THE DISCREPANCIES?
IMPACT OF KEY ASSUMPTIONS & PROPERTIES ON RESULTS
Average Impact of Assumptions on World GDP:
Stabilization at 500-550ppm CO2-e in 2030
(% off Baseline GDP)
Worst Case Assumptions
Assumes New Government Revenues Are Used Efficiently
Analysis Employs a Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) Model
Analysis Models Technological Change "Endogenously"
Accounts for Benefits of Reducing Non-GHG Pollutants
Assumes International Trading Mechanism
Assumes a "Backstop" Technology
Accounts for Benefits of Reducing Climate Change Impacts
Best Case Scenario
Source: Barker et. al. 2006 (Classic meta-study)

-3.4%
+1.9%
+1.5%
+1.3%
+1.0%
+0.7%
+0.6%
+0.2%
3.9%
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Key U.S. Model Conclusions
• Most models predict price of carbon at $30-80
a ton by 2030 and $100-200 a ton by 2050
• Most models show a loss of real consumption
of 1% to 1-1/2% by 2030 and 2-3% by 2050
• This would be the equivalent of say, 2 major
additional U.S. recessions by 2050
• Results differ because of different assumptions
about pace of technology adoption (especially
nuclear and CSS), use of auction revenues, and
availability and cost of offsets
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Key Model Results for Other Countries
• United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) describes modeling efforts for 42
modeling groups around the world—U.S., Canada,
Europe, Japan, China, Brazil, India, Australia, etc.
• Look at impact of implementing Kyoto Protocol
• Variety of assumptions (cap and trade, tax, regulation,
and also different welfare assumptions of like car vs.
bus)
• Results for OECD-Europe: average annual loss of
GDP—no trading 0.31% to 2%, national trading 0.13
to 0.81%, global trading system 0.03 to 0.54%
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3. Proper Amount of GHG to Mitigate?
•Answer depends on welfare economics
•Use concepts of externality and “forcing private price
of a good (like energy) to equal the social cost.”

•Gardens in England in 1500s and living downwind of
a coal plant
•Could calculate exact amount of a GHG tax to match
the damage to the environment, so then society could
choose the amount of GHG reduction it wants
•The “free rider” problem
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3. Proper Amount of GHG to Mitigate?
•Solution requires global cost-benefit analysis

•Use integrated assessment models (IAM)—a class of models
that combine economic and climate change variables.
•Attempt to simulate complex interactions among economic
growth, energy consumption, temperature fluctuations, food
production, etc.
•Have to monetize outcomes based upon assumptions about
“non market” prices (such as value of years of life.)
•Have to make speculative assumptions about discount rates,
pace of technology change, inter-generational fairness.
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3. Proper Amount of GHG to Mitigate?
•Early IAM type models: Meadows and Meadows, Limits to
Growth, Club of Rome, early 1970s.
•Stern Review (Sir Nicholas Stern, U.K. modeling team with 23
analysts, 2006)

•An widely cited study that is praised by some and criticized as
“alarmist” and “incompetent” by others.
•Key criticisms of Stern Review:
--Selective evidence bias (assumes more pessimistic estimates in the
scientific literature)
--Uses a low discount rate for future benefits and costs, thus giving future
costs very high weights
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC COSTS OF GLOBAL WARMING
STERN REVIEW (U.K., 2006)

• Costs of inaction on climate change could be in
the order of the “great world wars of the 20th
century of the Great Depression”

•In business as usual case, there is a 50% chance
of a 5 degree C. rise by 2100 (“on par with
temperature change from last ice age.”)
•Could be 1/3 reduction in crop yields
•New York, London, Shanghai under water
•1 in 20 homes on earth inhabitable
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC COSTS OF GLOBAL WARMING
STERN REVIEW (U.K., 2006)

• By 2050: permanent drop of 5-20% of global per
capita consumption
• By 2100: 220 million people in Africa and South
Asia pushed into poverty (less than $2/day)
• Water scarcity and migration could cause wars
• The cost of inaction to mitigate climate change is
5% of GDP, cost of abatement is 1%. Therefore
favorable cost-benefit ratio. Should start now.
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